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 7 

Abstract  8 
The technical note investigates the tensile force-displacement response of the hysteretic steel yielding brace known as 9 
Crescent Shaped Brace, and characterized by a boomerang-like geometrical shape. The force-displacement curve is 10 
governed by three key performance points which correspond to the transition points separating the initial elastic 11 
behaviour, the flexural plastic behaviour, the geometrical hardening behaviour and the final axial plastic behaviour. 12 
In particular, the influence of the main geometrical parameter of the device, the so-called “lever arm”, on the strongly 13 
non-linear force-displacement behavior is analyzed by means of a simplified kinematic model. Based on this, analytical 14 
estimations of the key performance points are derived and compared with the numerically simulated force-displacement 15 
curves.  16 
 17 
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1. Introduction  21 
Yielding steel devices are widely used to brace steel 22 
structures [1-11]. Among many other solutions 23 
presented in the last 40 years, the Crescent Shaped 24 
Braces (CSBs) are characterized by a highly non-linear 25 
and asymmetric force-displacement F-u response (as 26 
depicted in Figure 1 of [12]) due to their boomerang-like 27 
geometrical shape, mainly characterized by the so-called 28 
“lever arm”. The mechanical-geometrical coupled 29 
nature of the tensile force-displacement response of the 30 
CSBs leads to a complex energy dissipation mechanism 31 
due to the formation of axial-flexural hinges at the knee-32 
point cross-section [13-17] followed by geometrical 33 
hardening and a final axial plastic response.  34 
The first studies on CSBs trace back to the work by 35 
Trombetti et al. 2009 [13] which introduced the main 36 
feature of a CSB device. Thanks to its original 37 
geometrical shape, it is characterized by an initial lateral 38 
stiffness which is uncoupled from its lateral yielding 39 
strength. This possibility of calibrating the geometrical 40 
parameters to obtain selected target responses and the 41 
above-mentioned particular F-u behavior make the CSB 42 
suitable as the base component of a lateral-resisting 43 
system capable of achieving multiple performance 44 
objectives within the Performance Based Seismic 45 
Design framework [18]. 46 
Analytical studies were carried out to characterize the 47 
response up to the first flexural yielding, followed by 48 
numerical studies and by a first series of pseudo-static 49 
cyclic tests on small scale (1:6) steel CSB devices [16] 50 
aimed at characterizing their cyclic non-linear behavior. 51 
More recently, a series of experimental quasi-static 52 
cyclic tests on a half-scaled single-bay two-storey frame 53 
braced with CSBs were also carried out [17]. 54 
In this technical note the role of the lever arm in the 55 
force-displacement response under monotonic tensile 56 
force is investigated considering a simplified kinematic 57 
model, from which an analytical estimation of three key 58 
performance points is derived. The analytical 59 

estimations of the key performance points allow to 60 
predict the ductility and overstrength of the CSB. 61 

2. The role of the “transition lever arm” 62 
on the F-u response in tension 63 

A CSB made by two straight elements (AC and CB) of 64 
equal lengths L*, referred to as “symmetric bilinear 65 
CSB” is considered (Figure 1a). The angle q0 indicates 66 
the initial inclination of each straight segment with 67 
respect to the line connecting the two end-points A and 68 
B (namely, the horizontal direction in Figure 1a). Point 69 
A is fixed, while point B is free to move along the lateral 70 
direction (u indicates the horizontal displacement along 71 
the line connecting the two points A and B). The two 72 
end supports do not provide any rotational restraint. One 73 
of the main geometrical features of the brace is the 74 
“initial lever arm” d0, namely the vertical distance 75 
between the axis connecting A to B (whose length is 76 
referred to as 2L0) and point C. When the arm d0 is 77 
normalized with respect to the length 2L0, it is referred 78 
to as x0=d0/2L0 (subscript 0 refers to the undeformed 79 
configuration). When subjected to a lateral force F, the 80 
two straight elements of the CSB deform (thick dotted 81 
line of Figure 1a) due to the interaction of axial force 82 
(compression or tension, depending on the direction of 83 
F) and bending moment. The angle between the 84 
horizontal direction and the chord of one CSB segment 85 
in the generic deformed configuration is indicated with 86 
q and the corresponding lever arm is indicated with d (its 87 
normalized value is equal to x=d/2L0). The vertical 88 
displacement of point C is indicated with v. 89 
The geometrical and mechanical properties of a 90 
“symmetric bilinear CSB” are as follows:  91 

- L* is the length of each straight element;  92 
- L0 is the projection of L* in the horizontal 93 

plane;  94 
-  is the normalized initial lever arm;  95 0 0 0/ 2d Lx =
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- h, A and J are the cross-section height, cross-1 
section area and moment of inertia (in-plane), 2 
respectively;  3 

- i is the radius of gyration;  4 
- We is the elastic section modulus of the cross-5 

section;  6 
- is the shape factor of the cross-section;  7 
- E is the material Young modulus;  8 
- fy, ey are the yielding strength and strain;  9 
- fu, eu are the ultimate strength and strain;  10 
- r is the hardening ratio. 11 

The influence of the geometrical second-order effects on 12 
the force-displacement curve can be evaluated by 13 
analyzing the kinematic behavior of the equivalent rigid 14 
system, e.g. a system made of two rigid straight 15 
segments pinned at the knee point C and having the 16 
same global geometry as of the CSB. The kinematic 17 
behavior of such system is described by a single degree 18 
of freedom, for instance the angle q that relates the two 19 
displacement components u and v: 20 

   (1) 21 

The incremental displacements dv and du are related to 22 
x0 by the following analytical expression: 23 

  (2) 24 

Figure 1b displays the trend of dv/du with respect to the 25 
normalized initial arm x0.  The second-order effects 26 
cannot be ignored when the incremental displacement dv 27 
becomes much larger than the corresponding 28 
incremental displacement du. This condition occurs 29 
when dv/du >> 1.0. For practical purposes, a value of 30 
dv/du = 5 can be assumed as the “transition” value. From 31 
Figure 1b it can be noted that this transition (e.g. dv/du 32 
=5) occurs for a lever arm roughly equal to 5%. Such 33 
value of the lever arm can be referred to as the 34 
“transition lever arm”. 35 
The qualitative graphical representations of the F-u 36 
curve of a CSB subjected to tension is shown in Figure 37 
1c. The F-u curve is made by: (i) a first elastic range 38 
(governed mainly by the flexural stiffness) until the first 39 
flexural yielding of the knee-point C is achieved (first 40 
key performance point Pfy); (ii) a pseudo-plastic plateau 41 
region, governed by plasticity and flexural stiffness, that 42 
ends at the transition point (second key performance 43 
point Pgh) with the sudden increase in stiffness due to 44 
significant non-linear geometrical hardening effects 45 
(reduction of the arm d) determining the engagement of 46 
the axial stiffness; (iii) a geometric hardening region that 47 
ends at Pay (third key performance point) when the brace 48 
experiences axial yielding while reaching the straight 49 
configuration (e.g. the arm d reduces to zero, x =0); (iv) 50 
a final plastic axial region. 51 
 52 

 53 
(a)  54 

 55 
(b) 56 

 57 
(c) 58 

Figure 1: (a) The “symmetric bilinear” configuration 59 
of a CSB subjected to a lateral force F (adapted from 60 

[16]). (b) dv/du vs x0. (c) The qualitative F-u curve of a 61 
CSB with indication of the key performance points. 62 

 63 

3. An analytical estimation of the key 64 
performance points of CSBs 65 

The initial elastic behavior of the CSB can be described 66 
in terms of the initial lateral stiffness and the flexural 67 
yielding force (corresponding to the first performance 68 
point) as evaluated imposing the equilibrium in the 69 
undeformed configuration [12, 16]: 70 
 71 

  (3) 72 

  (4) 73 

  (5) 74 
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  (6) 1 

where  is a reduction factor ( ) depending on 2 
the axial force - bending moment interaction.  3 
From Eq. 1, the lateral displacement ugh (second 4 
performance point Pgh corresponding to the x=5% 5 
configuration) results equal to: 6 
 7 

  (7) 8 

where  indicates the angle corresponding to the 9 
configuration with x=5%. 10 
The ratio ugh/ufy can be considered as a measure of the 11 
displacement ductility in tension: 12 

  (8) 13 

Eq. 8 clearly highlights that the ductility of the CSB 14 
depends on the product of three main factors: a factor 15 
related to the material mechanical properties (E/fy), a 16 
slenderness parameter (h/2L0) and a function 17 

 dependent on the 18 
“distance” between the initial geometrical configuration 19 
and the configuration characterized by x=5%.  20 
The axial yielding force Fay corresponding to the third 21 
performance point Pay can be evaluated as: 22 
 23 

  (9) 24 
The displacement uay at point Pay can be estimated as the 25 
sum of the contributions due to the rigid body rotation 26 
(Eq. 1) and the elastic deformation  (just before 27 
yielding point due to axial tension):  28 
 29 

  (10) 30 

 31 
The ratio between Fay and Ffy can be interpreted as an 32 
over-strength factor : 33 

  (11) 34 

4. Comparisons with the results of non-35 
linear simulations 36 

The level of approximation in the estimation of the key 37 
performance points of the F-u curves according to the 38 
proposed analytical equations (Eqs. 1-11) can be 39 
appreciated through comparison with the full F-u 40 
response obtained from numerical simulations 41 
developed with the Finite Element software 42 
SeismoStruct [19]. A CSB device with total horizontal 43 
length (2L0) equal to 300 cm and full squared cross-44 
section (10 cm x 10 cm) has been analyzed. Each 45 
straight segment of the CSB is modelled with four beam 46 
elements using the force-based formulation [20]. Non-47 
linear geometry is approached using the corotational 48 

formulation [21]. Material non-linearity is accounted 49 
using an elasto-plastic constitutive model with isotropic 50 
hardening (hardening ratio r=0.005). Material Young’s 51 
modulus is set equal to E=210000 MPa and the yielding 52 
strength is fy=355 MPa. The ultimate strain is set equal 53 
to eu =0.3. 54 
Figure 2 compares the analytical piece-wise linear 55 
curves (red dashed lines) obtained by simply connecting 56 
the three performance points (red dots) Pfy, Pgh (the force 57 
at point Pgh is set equal to Ffy) and Pax (as computed 58 
according to the analytical formulas derived in the 59 
previous section) and the numerical F-u curves of three 60 
CSBs with different d0 values (30 cm, 45 cm and 60 cm, 61 
corresponding to  values equal to 10%, 15%, and 62 
20%, respectively). The graphs clearly show that the 63 
analytical equations are able to capture the main features 64 
of the whole non-linear behavior in tension.  65 

 66 
Figure 2: Comparison between numerical F-u curves 67 

and analytical estimation of the key performance 68 
points. 69 

 70 
It is worth noticing that the shift in the geometrical 71 
hardening phase between the analytical and numerical 72 
curves is related to the assumed simplified kinematic 73 
model (Eq. 1, Figure 1a) which neglects the axial 74 
deformation of the CSB. Such approximation appears 75 
reasonable for initial lever arms values between 5% and 76 
20%. 77 
It should be noted that the aim of the analytical formulas 78 
is not to accurately capture the whole non-linear 79 
response, rather to provide practical tools useful for the 80 
preliminary design of CSB devices.  81 

5. Conclusions. 82 
This study provides new insights into the non-linear 83 
behavior of a steel yielding brace called Crescent 84 
Shaped Brace (CSB), which is governed by a strong 85 
interaction between geometrical and mechanical non-86 
linearities. The attention has been paid to the tensile 87 
post-yielding force-displacement response. It is found 88 
that the final geometric hardening behavior (related to 89 
the engagement of the axial stiffness due to significant 90 
non-linear geometrical effects) experienced under 91 
tensile forces after the pseudo-plastic plateau is 92 
triggered by a “transition lever arm” corresponding to a 93 
normalized value of 5%. This finding indicates that the 94 
initial lever arm has to be carefully chosen in order to 95 
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ensure the required level of ductility under tensile loads. 1 
The force-displacement curve of the CSB in tension is 2 
analytically derived through the definition of three key 3 
performance points, defining different phases of the 4 
CSB behavior: (i) elastic phase, (ii) plastic flexural 5 
phase, (iii) geometric hardening phase and (iv) final 6 
plastic axial phase. The validity of the analytical 7 
estimations is verified through numerical simulations. 8 
The results confirm that the proposed formulas provide 9 
a good level of approximation of the overall force-10 
displacement behavior of the CSB for preliminary 11 
design purposes.  12 
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